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Introduction

• Over the last few decades, use of additive manufacturing (AM, 3D
printing) for prototype design has grown significantly across many
industries
• AM produces less waste than traditional machining, but generates
polylactic acid (PLA) waste from discarded prints
• PLA is the most common 3D printing material, and with AM usage
expected to rise, so too will the amount of PLA waste
• Purchasing new filament is also a notable expense for AM users
• The goal of this research was to recycle used PLA into new
filament via hot melt extrusion. In order to print, filament must
have:
• a smooth surface with few, if any, abnormalities
• a diameter within 5% of size accepted by printer
(1.75 mm +/- 0.09 mm)

Data/Results

Extruder and spooler setup, distance between machines indicated in red

Methods
Nine trials were defined based on the Taguchi Method (Table 1). PLA scrap
material was broken down into pellets using a blender. Scraps were then
sorted into 3 size groups: small (<1mm), medium (1mm - 3mm), and large
(> 3mm). Three temperatures were selected based on preliminary extrusion:
160°C, 165°C, and 170°C. Three distances between the extruder and spooler
were chosen: 330 mm, 430 mm, and 530 mm. A fan was set up between the
machines to cool the filament as it extruded. The order of trials was
randomly assigned, and each trio of settings was evaluated once. For each
trial, the selected pellet size was added to the Filabot EX2 chamber and the
machine was set to the desired temperature and allowed to heat. Once it
stabilized at the desired temperature, the extrusion speed was set and the
extruder was turned on. The filament was guided to the spooler and the
spooling speed was adjusted manually to prevent stringing of the material.
Each trial was allowed to run for 10 minutes. The pellet chamber of the
extruder was cleaned out and fully cooled between trials.

Pellet Sizes: Large (> 3mm),
medium (>1, <3mm), small (<1mm)

Conclusion
• In this study, we developed and optimized a method for recycling used
polylactic acid material into new spools of filament for 3D printing
• Based on our results, the optimal temperature for extrusion appears to be
165°C at an extrusion speed of 5. Pellet size does not appear to make a
difference in the surface finish of the filament; both smooth and rough
spools resulted from small, medium, and large pellets

Cut end of recycled filament
extruded at 160°C (SEM 50x)
Cube printed with trial 5, 6,
and 7 filaments (top to bottom)

Surface of filament, extruded at 165°C
(SEM 300x)

Table1: Experimental Trials

The results were evaluated based on three criteria: Surface finish, diameter,
and printability. Surface finish was evaluated visually and assigned rankings
of rough, smooth, or very smooth. The average diameter of each spool of
filament was calculated by measuring the diameter at 6 different locations
with calipers and taking the average. Printability was evaluated based on
whether the filament was able to be loaded into a 3D printer (Prusa MK2)
and on the appearance of a cube printed with it. Some of the bumps in the
filaments were smoothed using sandpaper to prevent clogs in the machine.

Of the 9 spools created, 3 of
them were able to be loaded
into the Prusa MK2 3D printer,
and a simple cube design was
printed using each of the viable
filaments. 2 of the 3 successful
spools were extruded at 165°C,
and 2 of the 3 were extruded at
a medium/fast speed setting
(notch 5 of 7 on the speed
dial). The largest average
diameter was 1.63 mm (Trial
8), and the smallest was
0.91mm (Trial 3). Trials 3, 8,
and 9 resulted in very rough
filament
with
many
abnormalities; the others were
smoother with few bumps
throughout the spool.

• The recycled filaments appear to print very similarly to virgin PLA.
From the basic print tests conducted in this study, no bed adhesion or
extrusion issues were observed, and the final prints had a smooth surface
finish overall

Future Work

• Compare mechanical properties of recycled PLA to virgin PLA
• Determine number of remelting cycles PLA can withstand before
properties are impacted
• Create filament using pellets of different materials (ABS, PCL, etc)
• Create composite materials using the Filabot EX2 extruder
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